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73 - Hand protection – GLOVES

LEATHER/SPLIT LEATHER  

SPLIT LEATHER SMP/7 TOP 10   

Full split leather glove, 7cm safety cuffs. Use: foundry work, steel products handling. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI CROSTA SMP/ 7 TOP 10 10 120

KID GRAIN LEATHER   

Kid leather palm, thumb and nails, cotton back and cuffs.Use: crates and cardboard handling, storage, 
forwarding, general maintenance, DIY. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI FIORE CAPRETTO 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 120

COW GRAIN LEATHER, SPLIT LEATHER BACK   

Grain leather palm, split leather back, beaded cuffs. Use: mounting and assembly, storage, tools handling. 
PPE 2nd cat. Size 11 on request.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI FIORE BOVINO DORSO CROSTA 8 - 9 - 10 120

COW GRAIN LEATHER   

Grain leather palm and back, beaded cuffs. Use: packaging and freight forwarding, wooden cardboard 
and plastic crates handling, tools handling. PPE 2nd cat. Size 11 on request.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI FIORE BOVINO BIANCO 8 - 9 - 10 120
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Hand protection – GLOVES - 73

LEATHER GAITERS   

Full leather gaiters, 30cm high. PPE 1st cat.

Descrizione

GHETTE CUOIO CM. 30 10

SPLIT LEATHER RNF/15   

Full split leather glove, reinforced palm, 15cm safety cuffs. Use: foundry work, steel products handling. 
PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI CROSTA RNF/15 10 120

SPLIT LEATHER RNF/7   

Full split leather glove, reinforced palm, 7cm safety cuffs. Use: foundry work, steel products handling. PPE 
2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI CROSTA RNF/7 10 120

SPLIT LEATHER SMP/15 TOP 10   

Full split leather glove, 15cm safety cuffs. Use: foundry work, steel products handling. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI CROSTA SMP/15 TOP 10 10 120
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73 - Hand protection – GLOVES

LEATHER APRON   

Split leather apron, size 60x90cm approx. Available in standard and reinforced types.  PPE 1st cat.

Descrizione Reference

GREMBIULE CUOIO  60X 90 NORMALE Standard 10

GREMBIULE CUOIO  60X 90 RINFORZATO Reinforced 10

PIG GRAIN TELA 88 PAS   

Pig grain leather palm, cotton canvas back and safety cuffs, vein and nails patch. Use: crates and cardbo-
ard handling, storage, general maintenance, DIY. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI FIORE MAIALINO TELA 88 PAS 10 120

PEKARI 88 PBS   

Split pig leather palm, cotton canvas back and safety cuffs, vein and nails patch. Use: crates and cardboard 
handling, storage, general maintenance, DIY. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI PEKARI 88 PBS 10 10 120
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Hand protection – GLOVES - 73

HEAT HAZARD  

ANTI HEAT ARAMID   

100% aramid fibre, cotton lining. Use: iron and steel industry, rubber and plastic manufacture, glass indu-
stry, ovens and vulcanization processes. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI ANTICALORE ARAMIDICI CM.28 10 10 120

GUANTI ANTICALORE ARAMIDICI CM.38 10 10 120

GUANTI ANTICALORE ARAMIDICI CM.50 10 10 120

SPLIT LEATHER WELDERS   

Split leather with 100% cotton lining, no exposed seams, 35cm long. Ideal for welders. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI CROSTA SALDATORE FODERATO 10 72
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73 - Hand protection – GLOVES

NBR GLOVES  

NBR 5313 fully coated   

Nitrile coated, cotton safety cuffs, seamless jersey cotton lining. Use: mechanical industry, concrete indu-
stry, sanitation department, forwarding, building materials. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI NBR BLU 5313   INT.RIVESTITO 8 - 9 - 10 - 11 120

NBR 5413   

Nitrile coated, breathable open back, cotton safety cuffs, seamless jersey cotton lining. Use: mechanical 
industry, concrete industry, sanitation department, forwarding, building materials. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI NBR BLU 5413  DORSO AERATO 8  - 9 - 10 120

NBR 5314 fully coated   

Heavyweight fully nitrile coated for total protection, knitted cuff, seamless jersey cotton lining. Use: me-
chanical industry, concrete industry, sanitation department, forwarding, building materials. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI NBR BLU 5314   P/MAGLIA INT.RIV. 8 - 9 - 10 120

NBR 5414   

Nitrile coated, breathable open back, knitted cuffs, seamless jersey cotton lining. Use: mechanical indust-
ry, concrete industry, sanitation department, forwarding, building materials. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI NBR BLU 5414  P/MAGLIA D/AERATO 8 - 9 - 10 120
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Hand protection – GLOVES - 73

LITEGOM 793 YELLOW   

Nitrile coated, breathable open back, knitted cuffs, seamless jersey cotton lining. Use: mechanical indust-
ry, plant engineering and maintenance, general handling. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI NBR GIALLO LITEGOM 793  D.AERAT 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 120
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73 - Hand protection – GLOVES

SYNTHETIC, COATED  

PIUREX   

Light and comfortable 100% knitted polyamide, polyurethane coated palm, enhanced grip and high 
sensibility. Use: precision work in the electronic, mechanical, pharmaceutical industry. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size Color

GUANTI PIUREX 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 -11 White 120

GUANTI PIUREX GRIGIO 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 -11 Grey 120

GUANTI PIUREX NERO 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 -11 Black 120

NITREX   

Light and comfortable 100% knitted polyamide, nitrile coated palm, enhanced grip and high sensibility. 
Use: precision work in the general industry, building industry, warehousing, DIY. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size Color

GUANTI NITREX 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 - 11 Grey 120

GUANTI NITREX BLU 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 Blue 120

DYNITEX   

Polyurethane coated palm, dyneema/polyamide fabric. High dexterity, good shearing resitance. Use: 
mechanical industry, sharp slab handling, steel and glass industry. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI DYNITEX 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 120
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Hand protection – GLOVES - 73

100% COTTON  

INTERLOCK COTTON   

100% cotton fabric. Use: ideal as liner for those with allergy problems with rubber gloves.  PPE 1st cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI COTONE INTERLOCK - TG. UOMO men’s size 600

COTTON CONTINUOUS THREAD   

100% cotton knit. Use: ideal as liner for those with allergy problems with rubber gloves.  PPE 1st cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI COTONE FILO CONTINUO 3 FILI DONNA women’s size 300

GUANTI COTONE FILO CONTINUO 3 FILI UOMO men’s size 300

POLKA DOT   

100% cotton with PVC dotting, knitted cuffs. Use: light duty work, gardening, DIY.  PPE 1st cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI POLKA COTONE   (CF.300/PA) TG10 men’s size 300
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73 - Hand protection – GLOVES

COATED COTTON  

GRIP GREEN   

Jersey cotton green latex coated, knitted cuffs, rough finish to secure grip, breathable back to reduce 
perspiration; allows maximum dexterity, fit and comfort- 
Use: building industry, forestry, handling of slippery objects. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI GRIP VERDE 8 - 9 - 10 120

ANTIVIBRATING   

Seamless knitted fabric coated with synthetic foam grants optimum dexterity and protection. Use: with 
machineries and tolls that cause vibrations in the building industry, industrial assembly and maintenance.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI ANTIVIBRAZIONI 7 - 8 - 9 120
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Hand protection – GLOVES - 73

GAUNTLET  

PVC   

Interlock cotton lining, red PVC coating. Use: handling and transportation of petroleum products, waste 
collection. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI PVC CM. 27 10 10 120

GUANTI PVC CM. 35 10 10 120

GUANTI PVC CM. 45 10 10 120

GUANTI PVC CM. 60 10 10 60

DOMESTIC   

Natural latex glove with cotton lock. Use: maintenance and cleaning in general, catering, food handling, 
hygiene and painting.  PPE 1st cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI DOMESTIC 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 144

NITRILEX   

Nitrile glove with cotton lock. Use: chemical petrochemical and mechanical industry, treatment and grea-
sing of metals, agro-food, printing, paints industry. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI NITRILEX 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 144
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73 - Hand protection – GLOVES

PRENEX   

Neoprene glove with cotton lock. Use: chemical petrochemical and mechanical industry, cement industry, 
tanneries, industrial maintenance and cleaning. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI PRENEX 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 - 11 120
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Hand protection – GLOVES - 73

DISPOSABLE  

SOLO LATEX AQL 1,5   

Disposable ambidextrous in natural latex, in boxes of 100 pieces. Use: food industry, dressing, emergen-
cies, laboratories. Conforms ASTM, FDA and TUV. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size Reference

GUANTI MONOUSO SOLO LATEX   C/POLVERE S - M - L - XL with talc 10

GUANTI MONOUSO SOLO LATEX   S/POLVERE S - M - L - XL without  talc 10

SOLO LATEX BLU SUPER AQL 1,5   

High resistant disposable in natural latex, without talc. Ambidextrous with beaded end, micro-rough fi-
nish, thickness 0.30±0.4mm, length 280mm. In boxes of 50 pieces. Use: protection from micro-organisms 
contaminated surfaces, contact with chemicals. Conforms to 89/686/CEE directive, ASTM D and FDA. PPE 
3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI MONOUSO SOLO LATEX  BLU SUPER M - L - XL 10

DURAVIL AQL 1,5   

Ambidextrous disposable vinyl, in boxes of 100 pieces. Use: on laboratories, graphic arts, jewel cleansing, 
food industry. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size Reference

GUANTI MONOUSO DURAVIL     C/POLVERE S - M - L - XL with talc 10

GUANTI MONOUSO DURAVIL     S/POLVERE S - M - L - XL without  talc 10

TRINIL BLU AQL 1,5   

Ambidextrous disposable nitrile, in boxes of 100 pieces. Use: handling of oils and hydrocarbons, chemical 
industry, assembly operations. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size Reference

GUANTI MONOUSO TRINIL BLU   C/POLVERE S - M - L - XL with talc 10

GUANTI MONOUSO TRINIL BLU   S/POLVERE S - M - L - XL without  talc 10
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73 - Hand protection – GLOVES

TRINIL BLUE H.D. AQL 1,0   

Ambidextrous disposable nitrile, heavy duty, without talc, non-sterile, in boxes of 100 pieces. 
Use: protection from biological contaminated surfaces and accidental contact with chemicals. Conforms 
to 89/686/CEE directive, ASTM. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI MONOUSO TRINIL BLU PESANTE M - L - XL 10
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Hand protection – GLOVES - 73

MAPA® LINE  

KRONIT 386   

Heavy duty nitrile, palm thumb and index finger in Kevlar®. Use: mechanical works, welding, building 
industry, sharp metal handling, garbage handling. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI KRONIT 386 7-7½ / 9-9½ 10

TITAN 392   

Heavy duty nitrile with fabric lining, knitted cuffs, high comfort, dexterity and protection. Use: metal 
works, building materials handling, fishing industry, forestry. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI TITAN 392 8-8½ / 9-9½ 100

TITAN 388   

Heavy duty nitrile with fabric lining, high comfort, dexterity and protection. Use: metal works, building 
materials handling, fishing industry, forestry. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI TITAN 388  8-8,5 8-8½ / 9-9½ 100

TITAN 385   

Heavy duty nitrile, breathable open back,  high comfort, dexterity and protection. Use: metal degreasing, 
paints manufacture, agro-food and catering. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI TITAN 385 9-9½  100
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73 - Hand protection – GLOVES

TITAN LITE 397   

Cotton backing with nitrile cover, coated palm, breathable open back ,high comfort, dexterity and protec-
tion. Use: precision mechanics, carpentry work,  building industry, general handling. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI TITAN LITE 397 from 7-7½ to 10-10½ 100

DEXTRAM 375   

Cotton backing with full nitrile cover, high comfort, dexterity and protection. Use: precision mechanics, 
carpentry work,  building industry, general handling. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI DEXTRAM 375 from 7-7½ to 9-9½ 50

ULTRANITRIL 480   

Nitrile glove internally and externally chlorinated, very high resistance to solvents, hydrocarbons, vegeta-
ble and animal oils and fats. Use: metal degreasing, paints manufacture, agro-food and catering. PPE 3rd 
cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI ULTRANITRIL 480 9-9½ / 10-10½ 12

ULTRANITRIL 492   

Nitrile glove, cotton lining, , very high resistance to solvents, hydrocarbons, vegetable and animal oils and 
fats. Use: metal degreasing, paints manufacture, agro-food and catering. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI ULTRANITRIL 492 from 6-6½ to 11-11½ 100
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Hand protection – GLOVES - 73

TECHNIC 420   

Neoprene  glove, cotton lining. Use: industrial cleaning, surface treatment, pickling,  glues manufacture 
and handling, composite materials manufacture and maintenance. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI TECHNIC 420 from 7-7½ to 10-10½ 100

TECHNI-MIX 415   

Neoprene and natural latex glove, cotton lining, knurled outer finish. Use: working with resins, pain 
spraying, industrial cleaning and maintenance. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI TECHNIC MIX 415 from 6 to 11 100

ULTRANE 551   

Light polyurethane glove, great grip and sensitivity, excellent comfort for long working time. 
Use:  precision work in the electronic, mechanical and pharmaceutical industry, manipulation of materials 
with oil, fats and alcohol traces. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI ULTRANE 551 from 7-7½ to 10-10½ 100

ULTRANE 550   

Light polyurethane glove with polyamide lining, great grip and sensibility, excellent comfort for long 
working time. 
Use:  precision work in the electronic, mechanical and pharmaceutical industry. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI ULTRANE 550 9-9½ 100
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73 - Hand protection – GLOVES

ULTRANE GRIP 562   

Polyamide lining coated with polyurethane foam, breathable back, antislipping cover (with granules in 
the surface) to grant a greater grip in wet, oily and fatty environment. Use: industrial processes, car main-
tenance, smallware handling, precision mechanics. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI ULTRANE GRIP 562 from 6-6½ to 10-10½ 100

ULTRANE 553   

Nitrile coated polyamide supported glove, ventilated back and fingers. In addition to supplying optimum 
performances, they protect the hands from grease, they don’t swell when in contact with oil and also 
offer excellent sensitivity in handling small pieces. 
Use: precision work in electronic and mechanic industries, logistics handlings. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI ULTRANE 553 from 6-6½ to 10-10½ 100

HARPON 321   

Polyamide lining nitrile coated, breathable back and fingers. Excellent mechanical performances, protects 
the hand from fats, oil resistant, high sensibility for handling of small pieces. Use: precision  work on the 
electronic and mechanic industry,  warehouse handling. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI HARPON 321 from 7-7½ to 9-9½ 50

JERSETTE 301   

Latex glove, anti-slippery, high performances for long working time. Use: food industry, horticulture, 
fishery, perfume industry, composite fibers production, building industry. PPE 2nd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI JERSETTE 301 from 6-6½ to 8-8½ 50
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Hand protection – GLOVES - 73

SUPERFOOD 174   

Natural latex glove, smooth inside, pebbled chlorinated finish. Use: canning, creamery, poultry boning, 
fish filleting, food processing, fruits and vegetables handling. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI SUPERFOOD 174 from 6-6½ to 9-9½ 100

SUPERFOOD 175   

Natural latex glove, smooth inside, knurled chlorinated finish. Use: canning, creamery, poultry boning, fish 
filleting, food processing, fruits and vegetables handling. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI SUPERFOOD 175 from 6-6½ to 10-10½ 100

DUO-MIX 405   

Blend of latex and neoprene, cotton lining. Use: industrial cleaning, surfaces treatment, pickling, mainte-
nance, manufacture of building materials. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI DUO-MIX 405 from 7-7½ to 9-9½ 100

INDUSTRIAL 299   

Natural latex with cotton lining, knurled finish. Use: maintenance in moist environment, laying and main-
tenance of bathroom furniture, emptying septic tanks. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI INDUSTRIAL 299 from 7-7½ to 9-9½ 50
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73 - Hand protection – GLOVES

ALTO 258   

Natural latex with cotton lining. Use: food processing, general maintenance, composite materials and 
chemicals processing industry. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI ALTO 258  6-6,5 from 7-7½ to 10-10½ 100

VITAL 124   

Natural latex with cotton lining. Use: food processing, general maintenance, composite materials and 
chemicals processing industry. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI VITAL 124  6-6,5 from 6-6½ to 9-9½ 100

SOLO PLUS 995   

Disposable latex glove, inside chlorinated, outside smooth, excellent sensibility. In boxes of 100 pieces. 
Use: food processing, cosmetics processing, assembly of small pieces, laboratory handling. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI SOLO PLUS 995  LATTICE 8-8½ / 9-9½ 10

SOLO 992   

Disposable latex glove, inside powder, outside smooth, for delicate work guarantees the maximum sensi-
bility. In boxes of 100 pieces. PPE 3rd cat.

Descrizione Size

GUANTI SOLO 992  LATTICE 8-8½ / 9-9½ 10
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